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Accommodation to cultural conflict, 380–382
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Action correlating, 254
Activating process, 218
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Addressee time, 433–435
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Bantu, 161, 322
Basic-divergent model, 335
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Blends, 329–332
Blocking, 334
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Causal structure, 438–439
Causation, 9, 69–88, 152, 158, 217
Change. See State change
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Chinese, 27, 102, 118, 222, 368
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Clarification in cultural imparting, 389
Classical Chinese. See Chinese, Classical
Co-event satellite, 222, 224
Co-event verb, 27–48, 222
Co-progression, 433–435
Coactivity, 253–254
Coextension, 450–453
Cognitive culture system, 373–415
Cognitive splicing, 464
Cognitive systems, 418–420
Cognitivism, 373
Coherence and significance, degree of, 426–427
Combinatory structure, 463
Communicative goals, 342–345, 350–365
Communicative means, 345–347
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Complex event, 215
Conative verb, 268
Conceptual partitioning, 215, 431
Conceptual separability, 36
Concomitance, 46–47, 166–167, 220
Concurrence, 450
Concurrent Result, 46–47
Confirmation, 261, 274
Confirmation satellite, 265
Conflation, 25
Conformation, 53–57, 64, 166
Constitutive relation, 232
Continuous-discrete parameter, 458–459
Core schema, 218
Correlation, 453
Cultural impairment, 404–405
Cultural universals, Murdock’s, 375–376, 408
Culture acquisition, 400–407

Deep morpheme, 37–38
Deictic component of Path, 53, 56–57, 64, 166
Density. See Relative quantity
Depolysemizing, 311
Diachronic hybridization, 290
Differentiation, degree of, 457–463
Distributed-concentrated parameter, 459–460
Distribution of an Actor, 159, 175
Documentary, 452
Domain, narrative, 421–431, 446, 449, 451
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Dyirbal, 157
Dynamic. See Progression, degree of
Dynamism, 215, 432

Emai, 65, 139
Embedding. See Relating of one structure to another
Enablement, 43, 44, 152–153, 166–167, 220
Epistemic sequential structure, 473
Equality, 451
Equipotence, 448
Evaluation (parameter of), 476–480
importance, 479
prototypicality, 479–480
value, 479
veridicality, 478–479
Even-array model, 335
Event, 215, 431
Event integration, 216
Exact reduplication, 303
Experiencer, 98–101
Experiencer domain. See Domain, narrative
Exposure type of cultural imparting, 390
Extended prototype verb, 286

Factivity/Evidentiality, 163, 175
Fiction, 452

Figural entity, 218
Figure, 57–64, 95–96, 153, 171, 225. (See also Figure and Ground)
Finno-Ugric, 60
Fixity, 218
Force dynamics, 10, 12, 232
Framing Event, 217–219, 226–230, 237, 255
Framing satellite, 222, 278–285
Framing verb, 222
French, 88–90, 102, 158, 367
Fulfilled verb, 268
Fulfillment, 261
Fulfillment satellite, 264
Function. See Evaluation, parameter of
Fundamental Figure schema, 53
Fundamental Ground schema, 53–56

Gender/Class of an Actor, 160, 175
General parameters of narrative structure, 446. (See also Parameters, narrative)
Generic verbs, 284–286
Germanic, 118, 297, 304–305, 308–310, 314
Granularity, 456
Greek, 66–67, 106, 118, 367
Ground, 53, 60–62, 95, 107, 110–113, 124, 127–128, 132–133, 154–155, 168, 170. (See also Figure and Ground)
Ground entity, 218
Group/Society, 443–445. (See also Psychological structure, Levels of)

Halkomelem, 164
Hebrew, 161
Hedging, 155, 175
Hindi, 63
Hybrid system, 303

Ideational sequential structure, 470–473
Identity, sequential structure of, 464–470
Implicated-fulfillment verb. See Implied-fulfillment verb
Implicit-explicit parameter, 461–463
Implied-fulfillment verb, 262–263, 265–267, 269, 273–275
Importance, 479
Inclusion. See Relating of one structure to another
Incongruity effects, 332
Individual, 442–443. (See also Psychological structure, Levels of)
Individually shared schema, 396–400
for group cooperation, 397
of group differentiation, 399
summated over a group, 396
Inexact reduplication, 303
Inner story world, 451
Instruction type of culture imparting, 390
Interlocking type of multipart relations, 453
Intersection type of accommodation, 308–310
Intrinsic-fulfillment verb, 262–264, 273–274
Introjection type of semantic blend, 330–332
Japanese, 49, 60, 77–81, 85–86, 162, 222, 224, 408
Juxtapositions, 332–333
Kaluli, 100
Kikiyu, 162
Kinemic, 179
Klamath, 160
Korean, 49, 56–57, 60
Kwakiutl, 160
Lahu, 102–103, 222
Latin, 84–85, 102, 104, 106, 118, 222, 291, 367
Learning from teaching by others, 387
Lexicalized implicature, 271
Locale (qualitative spatial setting), 160
Low cognitive cost of extra information under backgrounding, 9
Luiseño, 367
Macro-event, 213–221, 233, 240
Main Action/State, 151, 154
Main event, 215
Mandarin. See Chinese, Mandarin
Manifestation, degree of, 231
Mayan, 222
Mereology, 447
Metapattern/metaschema in individual-group relationship, 398–399
Mid-level morpheme, 37–38
Modificational processes of the communicative core, 339
Mood, 163, 175
Moot-fulfillment verb, 262, 264–265, 273–274
Motion-aspect formulas, 53–54
Motion event, 8–9, 25, 29, 36–37, 42–47, 56, 58, 60–67, 118–119, 133–134, 152, 166–168, 170–171, 175, 186
Motion event as a framing event. See Framing event
Motion situation, 9–11, 119
Motivational sequential structure, 475
Mpartwe Arrente, 409–411
Multipart relations, 453
Multiple specification, 323
Murdock. See Cultural universals, Murdock’s
Narrative cognitive system, 419, 427
Narrative structure, 417–482
Navaho, 60
Nez Perce, 49, 60, 113–114, 131, 152, 154, 222, 224
Number in an Actor, 158, 175
Objectivization, 266–267
Ojibwa, 60, 222
Other-event satellite, 277
Outer story world, 451
Overfulfillment satellite, 276
Overlapping systems model, 377–378
Overlay, 450
Parameters, 421–423, 432
Parity, 447
Part-whole (relationship), 448
Partial overlap, 447
Particular parameters, 446
Path Deixis, 161
Path + Ground, 43, 63, 154–155, 229, 231
Path satellites, 109, 133, 283
Path verbs, 49–53, 118
Pattern-forming cognitive system, 418–419
Period (qualitative temporal setting), 160
Person, 162, 175
Personation, 84–94, 158, 167, 175
Personation envelope, 92
Perspectival sequential structure, 474–475
Perspective point, 440–442, 459, 471, 474
Phase, 156, 175
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